
 

Turning Photos into Avatar Characters.  

This is my reference photo.  

 

Ok Let’s start. 

1. Adjusting the nose and eyes using liquify Filter. 

Copy the image into a new layer and use liquify filter to push the nose and make the eyes bigger. 

Here I used forward wrap tool of liquify filter to push the nose to the sides and bloat tool to make the 

eyes bigger. 

Here is the reconstructed face 



 

2. Blue skin. Turning the skin to blue. Move the Hue slider to either left or right until you see the skin 

blue. 

 

 



3. Lips.  For the lips I choose the lips with little feathering and then re adjusted the hue, saturation and 

lightness. 

 

Then I used mask to reinstate the color of the teeth (showing the in- between layer) 

 

 



5. Patterns on the face. 

Create a new layer. Using lasso tool, draw the patterns on one side of the face and then fill /paint them with 

black color and with blending overlay blending mode. Adjust the opacity based on desired effect. 

 

Duplicate the pattern layer and flip it horizontally (Edit/transform/flip horizontal) place the copy layer to 

other side and adjust it carefully using the right and left arrow of your keyboard. 

 



6. Eyes. It’s optional now if you want to make the eyes like those in the movie avatar, were the black middle 

iris is smaller and the outer greenish color of the iris is bigger. For this tutorial, I guess we leave it this way. 

With asians who normally have black color eyes, I often use the elliptical marquee tool and select the iris,  

then adjust hue/saturation and lightness. I then repaint the black and the specular highlights. Here all I have 

done was to repaint the specular highlights and adjusted the hue to have a much greenish eyes. 

 

7. Variation of greens to the skin.  To add interest on the skin, I painted different shades of green, gray and 

blue to another layer and used overlay blending mode. Again I adjusted the opacity for desired effect. 

 

  



8. White specs. I guess this is simple. Paint by using small diameter of soft brush into another layer. Adjust 

the opacity at around 50% 

 

9. Basically the above is the workflow. To add more details you can rework the ears and braid hair, clothing 

and background. In my case, I was lazy to repaint to stretch. So I just use the ears of Neytiri and pasted them 

on my other models.. 

 

Anyway hope you enjoy this. 

 

Nomeradona 

 

 

 


